The
Saint Louis Science
Center’s Breakthrough Gallery
features new developments in
scientific research happening today.
DVDs and activity guides are available on a
variety of topics. Email mwalsh@slsc.org for
more information. This guide accompanies
the DVD Stem Cells which features scientists at
the Washington University School of Medicine
in St. Louis. Their new discovery would allow
them to work with stem cells from an adult,
avoiding the ethical controversies of cloning and
destroying human embryos. Adult stem cells are
converted to a less specific type of cell and then
transformed into other kinds of cells needed to
treat presently incurable diseases. This is only in
the experimental stage at this point and not
ready to use to treat people. The scientists
emphasize that they find the continued
progress very promising, but the public
needs to have patience because careful
research can take a long time before
significant results are achieved.
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What are celLs’ difFerent
jobs inside our bodies?

What’s a celL?

What’s a stem celL?

A celL is the smalLest living part in your body. You

A stem celL is a single celL that can both copy

have trilLions of celLs doing alL kinds of difFerent

itself and transform into many difFerent celL

DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid, is a chemical

jobs. Inside the celL are “organelLes”, each with a

types. A stem celL can regenerate, or continuously

compound found in your celLs that contains the

difFerent job. The cytoplasm is the jelLy-like part

make more copies of itself. Most of your celLs

genetic instructions neEded to develop and

of the celL that the other parts of the celL float

canNot. Some animals, like salamanders, have

direct everything that goes on inside your

around in. The other parts of the celL are the

regenerative celLs and can grow a new tail if they

body. Each celL’s DNA has the instructions for

nucleus, which is sort of like the brain of the celL,

lose theirs, but humans can’t grow a new finger if

making it become a particular kind of celL with

the rough endoplasmic reticulum (with ribosomes),

they lose one. Stem celLs found in embryos can

its own special job. Although each celL

which makes proteins, the smoOth endoplasmic

turn into alL the difFerent celLs of the human body.

contains exactly the same information within its

reticulum, which makes the fat products of the celL,

Adults have stem celLs that can only turn into

DNA, certain sets of instructions (calLed genes)

the Golgi bodies which sort and package proteins

certain types of celLs. Stem celLs make more

are turned on or ofF, alLowing a celL to

for delivery to other celLs, the lysosomes, which

copies of themselves by dividing and splitTing into

become a muscle celL but not a bone celL, or a

break down waste and the mitochondria which convert

two celLs, a procesS calLed celL division.

skin celL but not a brain celL.

oxygen and sugars into energy that powers the celL.
You can make a model of a celL using a coOkie.

You can simulate celL division

You can make a card game with

by making a flipboOk.

difFerent types of celLs.

SKIN CElL

You will need:
large flat cookie, icing, paper plate, plastic knife, six
different types of candy, paper, pencil
• Look carefully at the picture of the parts of a cell.
Think about what each part looks like and what it
does. To make a cell model out of a cookie, what
candy would you use for each part of the cell?
• Time to go to the grocery store candy aisle! Pick
out six different types of candy for your cell
cookie.
• Place your cookie on a paper plate and cover it
with icing. The icing is your cytoplasm. Decorate
the cookie with the candies you have chosen.
• Draw a key to your cell model. List each part of the
cell, what it does and what candy you used to
represent it. When you finish your key, you can eat
your cell cookie!

You will need:
“Post-It” note pad at least
3” x 3”, pencil.
• Look carefully at the
drawings of cells shown
here. To show how a
cell divides from one
cell into two, which
drawing would go first,
second, etc.? Number
the drawings in order.
• Starting with the first “Post-It” note page, draw
the single cell, drawing #1.
• On each following page draw the cell again,
changing it slightly to show that it is dividing
into two parts, until you have transformed it into
drawing #2.
• Continue with the next pages, changing the
drawing slightly each time until you have
transformed it into drawing #3, and so on.
• When you finish the final drawing, flip through
the pages to see the cell divide.

You will need:
cardstock cut into 24 rectangles about 2” x 3”,
colored pencils, a friend to play cards with.
• Mark six sets of four cards each using the
drawings shown here, one set for each type of
cell.
• Shuffle the cards and deal three to each player.
Put the rest of cards in a pile face down.
• It’s time to play “Go Fish”, but instead of “Do
you have any eights?” you might say: “Do you
have any muscle cells?”
• A stem cell card is a wild card and can be used
to complete any set. Impress your friend by
explaining why the stem cell card is special.
• Good luck! Whoever puts down all their cards
first, wins.
• You can use your cell cards for any other game
you like.

